Newsletter
Summer 2014
From the Chair

Dates for your diary

Welcome to our summer edition. This
newsletter recounts many recent events
and hopefully whets your appetite for what
is to come. Summer will be celebrated in
numerous ways – all of which I am
delighted to say are in keeping with the
environment in Bushy; keep checking the
website for details. It has been lovely to
welcome back Ray Brodie as manager of Bushy Park. He
is kindly opening up the Stockyard and meadows for our
summer party; do come along and say your own welcome.

Saturday 19 July 2014 and
Saturday 6 September 2014
BUSHY PARK ALLOTMENTS OPEN DAYS
12.00 noon to 3.00 pm
High Street, Hampton TW12 2ST

It’s that time of year again when the Parks’ wild inhabitants
can come into conflict with us humans. Respect for wild
friends is paramount. Too often we can forget that they are
not tame creatures and they act on instinct, which can be
contrary to all health and safety regulations. Let’s all try
and live together in harmony; we are after all invading their
space.
Annie Murray

Diana Fountain cleaning
In April a scaffolding
walkway to the Diana
Fountain was put in place
to clean the structure.
Diana and the upper parts
of the stone will be
cleaned during August.
The fountain nozzles will
be inspected and cleaned, and adjustments made to the
water flows if necessary. The Carrara marble, to which the
bronzes are attached, will have any staining removed. Any
failed joints will be raked out and repointed, and Diana will
have repairs to the gilding if necessary. Replacement bird
repellent spikes will be considered. The fountain hasn’t
been inspected since its major restoration in 2009 when,
as part of the National Heritage Lottery grant to Bushy
Park, the fountain and all its sculptures were completely
renovated, and Diana herself was gilded. The work took a
year. Although still looking good it will be even better when
the stone and bronzes are cleaned. This is part of an
ongoing commitment by The Royal Parks to keep the
fountain in good working order. The Diana Fountain is the
centre piece of what makes Bushy such a special place.
Pieter Morpurgo

Sunday 20 July 2014
FRIENDS’ SUMMER PARTY
Vintage theme
3.00 to 5.00 pm
White Lodge, The Stockyard, Bushy Park
Tickets are still available from:
rosemary.maccoll@fbhp.org.uk
Sunday 10 August 2014
PRUDENTIAL RIDELONDON CYCLING
Hampton Court Road closed all day for event
HAMPTON WICK FESTIVAL
From 12.00 noon - visit our stall
Friday 22 August 2014
NOMAD POP-UP CINEMA
Showing ‘Labyrinth’
Saturday 30 August 2014
NOMAD POP-UP CINEMA
Showing ‘ET’
Doors open for both performances 7.30pm
Woodland Gardens, Bushy Park
For tickets see www.whereisthenomad.com
Saturday 13 September 2014
FUNGUS FORAY
Walk led by Brian Spooner
Meet at 11.00 am
Pheasantry Welcome Centre, Bushy Park
Thursday 25 September 2014
BIRDS IN THE PARK
Talk by Roger Theobald, RSPB
St John Ambulance Hall, Park Road,
Teddington, commencing at 8.00 pm
Refreshments will be available from 7.15 pm
Latest news
The Royal Parks have just informed us that Natural
England will be visiting Bushy Park on 1 July to begin
the accreditation process with a view to designating the
park as a Site of Special Scientific Interest.
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‘Restoring the King’s Kitchen Garden’ talk

Winter 2014

The restoration of the fruit and vegetable garden was originally considered in 1989, but at that time the Privy Garden was
chosen instead. Anthony Boulding, horticultural manager, has worked in the gardens at Hampton Court Palace for more
than 40 years, and his great knowledge and enthusiasm were evident as he told us about the planning which has gone into
this current project. With the use of contemporary maps and drawings, he explained the history of the area which was
originally the tiltyard; from 1710 to about 1850 it was in use as a kitchen garden; and then was leased as a market garden
until being utilised from the 1930s for putting greens, tennis courts and tea rooms.

Using original surveys and books from the 18th century, one of the six sections of this area is now being restored to use as
a kitchen garden. Last year the ground was cleared of grass, shrubs and bindweed. New paths have been created and
rectangular beds made ready for planting. Fruit trees have been trained against the surrounding walls.
A kitchen garden keeper has been appointed to organise the cultivation of the flowers, fruits and vegetables, using authentic
methods. It is hoped that the resulting produce will be used in the Hampton Court restaurants and for re-enactments in the
kitchens. The formal opening of the newly restored kitchen garden was on 25 June.

‘Jam Yesterday, Jam Tomorrow’ talk
So, had we arrived to hear a talk about the history of conserve making? Verusca Calabria, heritage project manager,
explained that “Jam Yesterday, Jam Tomorrow” is a quotation from Lewis Carroll which has been chosen as the title for this
Heritage Lottery-funded project.
The Environment Trust for Richmond upon Thames has set up the three year study to explore the history of market
gardening and nurseries in south west London. After less than a year, the team of professional and volunteer staff has
already produced an interesting leaflet illustrating key dates from 1800 to 1990, as well as a set of factsheets. One of the
key outcomes of the project is the establishment of a model market garden, highlighting the use of heritage varieties, in
Marble Hill Park, Twickenham. This opened on 17 May and contains trial beds as well as small plots for community use.

Verusca’s speciality is oral history and this is another aspect which will be explored. The project staff also visit local schools
and use a specially developed role-play game, based on a map of the locality, to show where fruit, vegetables and flowers
used to be grown. An exhibition to be displayed in local venues is planned. Further information can be found at:
www.jamyesterdayjamtomorrow.com
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‘Archaeology in Bushy Park’ walk

Winter 2014

Bushy Park may seem flat but after a day spent in the company of Tom Greeves we learnt the
significance of the many ridges and hollows that can be identified.
In 1993 Tom was engaged by The Royal Parks to conduct a survey of the archaeology of Bushy Park.
He produced a report and set of maps (which can be viewed in the local reference libraries). On 22
March he led two walks around the Park opening our eyes to the origins of the various humps and bumps
in the landscape. The morning walk, joined by more than 70 people, covered the western half of the park,
while in the afternoon about 30 people continued, after a lunch break in the Pheasantry Cafe, to explore
the area to the east of Chestnut Avenue.
Until about 1500 much of the land that now makes up Bushy Park was part of the
open field of Hampton which was cultivated using the medieval strip farming
system. Each farmer had several plough-width strips in different parts of the field.
By 1537 the land had been enclosed to form a deer park, leaving the ridge and
furrow ploughed strips, some of which are still visible today.
We walked along worples (ridges separating fields), saw two small quarries and
traced the outlines of three deer pens (see photograph below). Tom explained how
to tell which landscape features were older and pointed out many ancient trees. We
were shown evidence of more recent activity such as zig-zag slit trenches, which are thought to have been excavated in
World War 1, and the grid system of pits which were dug across large areas in World War 2 to discourage gliders landing.
We walked around the area near Teddington Gate which was used as an American military camp in the 1940s.
Finally we were shown the small mound in Bushy Park which is just the other
side of the wall from the Teddington Barrow. This was a mound 96 feet wide
and 12 feet high, thought to date from the Bronze Age, which was excavated in
1854. Very little of it remains now as the soil was moved when the railway was
built and when Sandy Lane was widened.
There have been very few archaeological finds in Bushy Park, but viewed
through Tom’s eyes we could imagine how it was used before it became Henry
VIII’s deer park as well as in more recent times.

‘Home Park’ walk
Paul Douglas has been working as wildlife officer with Historic Royal
Palaces for more than three years and obviously loves his job. His
main task involves taking care of the 260 fallow deer that live in Home
Park. Paul led us on a walk across the acid grassland of the Park
from Hampton Court Gardens to the Paddocks via Stud House,
interspersed with stops to explain many aspects of the life of the
animals. Unfortunately, despite various attempts at enticement with food, the deer
were not keen on a close encounter with our group of 50 Friends and other interested
visitors! In the paddock area we were shown the partially-constructed sand martin
bank which will eventually be faced with clay and have a viewing gallery at the back.
Paul wrote the following in response to a recent query from a walker in Home Park who came across a very young baby
deer. It came out of the long grass when she walked by and she wondered if it may have been abandoned.
“From early June until early July every year about one hundred baby deer - called fawns - are born into the park. The
nature of the mothers is to leave the fawn in a safe place - usually long grass - so that she can go off and feed
unhindered. She will return to the fawn every four to six hours to feed it and move it to a new location if necessary. The
mother will do this for about a week, or until the fawn is able to travel at foot with the mother. When the baby deer are
born, they have only rudimentary sight and can only see shadow and not shapes. If you come across a fawn it may very
well come out of cover thinking you are its mum. When it realises you are not - you won't smell the same! - it will go back
to cover and lay down again.”
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‘The Woodland Gardens’ walk
A family walk was a new venture for the Friends but,
from the keen interest shown by the young participants,
perhaps it should become a regular event. Led by Jane
Cliff, a group of knowledgeable Friends was on hand to
point out interesting flora and fauna such as the aerial
roots of the swamp cypress trees, the huge cones of
the big-cone-pine (also called ‘the widow-maker’) and a
tree creeper scurrying up a branch.
We would like to hold more events for children; so if you would be interested in helping to develop these activities, please
contact Jane Cliff on 020 8287 4609 or jane.cliff@fbhp.org.uk

Chestnut Sunday
Chestnut Sunday dawned rather grey and windy, but fortunately the rain stayed away. The conditions meant that although
there were plenty of spectators for the parade down Chestnut Avenue, it was not picnic weather. A group of Information
Point volunteers joined in the parade and the Friends had our usual tent in the display area.

We would like to thank everyone who generously put donations for our annual appeal into the buckets during the parade.

‘Stockyard Meadows Nature Trail’ walk

Model boat D-Day tribute

Pippa Hyde, leader of the Bushy Park Wildlife Group, guided more that 40
people on a walk around the meadows near the Stockyard. This
ecologically important area is not generally open to the public but is used
for educational purposes. Pippa, who is involved in the London Flora
Project to identify wild plants within 20 miles of St Paul’s Cathedral,
pointed out many common and rare species on our route.

Bushy Park had its own 70th anniversary
D-Day tribute on 1 and 8 June when
members of the model boat group, who
meet most Sunday mornings, sailed radiocontrolled World War 2 era vessels on the
Boating Pond. This was particularly fitting
as the D-Day landings were planned at
Camp Griffiss, the US Army base in the
Park.

Ashley Needham

As there were no ‘beaches’ to land on, a
massed sail past was staged instead with
a range of landing craft, torpedo boats and
battleships.
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Bushy Park litter pick

News from the parks

This was another new activity for the Friends. Having
been issued with hi-vis tabards, gloves, litter picking sticks
and large plastic sacks, we set off across the wide open
spaces of Bushy Park to gather rubbish from difficult-toreach areas. We soon learnt to distinguish a disintegrating
tissue from a decaying leaf, and to spot almost-hidden



In Bushy Park a programme to replace wooden
guards, which protect young trees from damage by
deer, with specially fabricated metal crates has
started. First examples can be seen around trees in
Lime Avenue.



If you notice anyone staring up intently at oak trees
over the next month or so it is probably one of the
volunteers carrying out the oak processionary moth
caterpillar survey. The caterpillars are a pest of oak
trees and their hairs can cause irritation when in
contact with the skin. Any nests found will be
removed by a specialist contractor.

bottles and cans. Groups started from the Diana car park,
the Pheasantry and Hampton Hill New Gate to cover areas
of the Park that the contractors do not get to. In
partnership with the Teddington Society and Hampton Hill
Litter Patrol we gathered many bags of litter. It was a
valuable exercise and worth doing on an annual basis.

500 Health Walks in Bushy Park
Over the past ten years, groups of people have set off
from Laurel Road Gate on Friday mornings in all weathers
to walk for an hour or so in Bushy Park. These walks are
part of the Richmond Health Walks Programme whose aim

 On 4 August the contract to maintain the landscape
of Bushy Park will be taken over by Turfsoil. They
are experienced contractors who already maintain
Greenwich Park. Current park staff will be
transferred to the new company.
 Teddington Gate in Bushy Park has been
temporarily removed to repair damage caused by a
car which crashed into the central pillar.
 The current phase of strengthening works to the
main road in Home Park is now complete.
 Landscape improvements to the Bog Garden in
Bushy Park are underway. Water-loving plants and
British native varieties were planted in the spring.

is to get people to walk regularly and improve their health
and fitness. The programme provides fairly short walks in
social groups, led by trained volunteers. Recently, the
500th Friday walk was celebrated by some 40 walkers with
a picnic in the Crocodile Glade. Details of the Richmond
walks may be found on the website:
www.walkingforhealth.org.uk/richmond
Vic and Diana Lewis, Health Walk Leaders

 Work has recently started on the new residential
development on the old Whistle Stop site to the
west of Hampton Court Gate.
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Congratulations

Advice from the parks

Mike Fitt

To our patron Cleve West on
winning his fifth gold medal at this
year’s RHS Chelsea Flower Show.
His garden, designed for M&G
Investments, was on the theme of
‘Contemporary Paradise’.

To Ben Dispirito who, at the end of
his
three
year
gardening
apprenticeship in Bushy Park, has
gained a place on the Diploma in
Horticulture course at the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Kew.

From the Membership Secretary
As we reach the mid-point of the membership year I would like to extend
my thanks to those of you who continue to support the Friends so well.
The number of members is continuing to increase, mainly as a result of the
Friends’ presence at the Information Point providing a focus. It is also very
encouraging that we are developing a growing group of family members.
As in previous years, we will be contacting those of you who haven’t
rejoined for this year in the next few weeks to offer you a chance to renew
your membership. We will only be contacting those members for whom we
have email addresses as the cost of postage is becoming prohibitive.
Please note that if you have renewed, you will have an orange
membership card for 2014.
Jean Smith

Website help required
We have big ambitions for what we would like to achieve, but we can only
do this with your help and support. Donations are always welcome but
skills equally so. Currently we would love to hear from you if you might be
interested in organising the content of our website. This does not involve
any code writing or design ability; everything is done by means of
templates. The position would suit someone with basic computer and
word processing skills linked together with an eye for detail.
If you are interested please contact Annie Murray on 020 8287 2748 or at
chairman@fbhp.org.uk
Electronic newsletter
We would encourage as many Friends as possible to sign up to receive
the quarterly newsletter electronically. Please email your request to
newsletter@fbhp.org.uk
If you have any comments about this newsletter or information you
would like to share with us you can email newsletter@fbhp.org.uk
Published by:
The Friends of Bushy and Home Parks
Charity registration number 1137203
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Bracken
and
grass
provide habitat for ticks
that
can
attach
themselves to deer, dogs
or humans, potentially
causing Lyme disease.
Whilst the chances of
contracting the disease
are low, symptoms can be
serious so it’s worth taking sensible
precautions. Wearing long trousers and
long-sleeved shirts, and using insect
repellents can help to minimise risk.
Detailed leaflets are available from
Bushy Park office (at the Stockyard)
and the Pheasantry Information Point,
or see:
www.nhs.uk/conditions/lyme-disease
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